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Neurogenesis contributes thousands of new neurons each day to the hippocampus of the adult brain. Their
production is influenced by numerous internal and external environmental factors, but their survival is espe-
cially sensitive to processes of learning. This commentary considers how learning enhances the survival of
neural stem/progenitor cell progeny andwhat these new neuronsmight do once they are rescued fromdeath.The adult brain possesses what appear to be neural stem cells.
These cells produce progeny that ultimately differentiate into
neurons in the hippocampal formation. Nearly a decade ago, it
was reported that the new neurons may be connected to the
processes of learning and memory (Gould et al., 1999). For cen-
turies, scientists have been struggling to discover how we learn
and remember. As such, the neuronal processes whereby we
acquire and retain new information remain, in large part, a mys-
tery. This failure is not for any lack of trying. Scientists have long
been perusing the brain in hopes of finding that elusive ‘‘en-
gram,’’ the term used to signify the location of a memory in the
brain. Of course, we now know that memories are not stored in
just one circumscribed location and that learning occurs via a dy-
namic process of neuronal activity within and between struc-
tures; but exactly how and where that activity occurs are still
largely undetermined.
In themid 1900s, psychologist Karl Lashley conducted a series
of experiments in which he lesioned or damaged parts of the
cerebral cortex in rodents. Afterwards, the animals were placed
in various learning situations to determine whether they could
learn and, if so, what they could learn (Lashley, 1950). In the
end, he concluded that the engram, such as it is, was distributed
throughout the brain and thus required activity within and com-
munication among multiple brain regions. This idea was referred
to as the theory of ‘‘mass action.’’ He also proposed that if one
brain region was damaged, other regions could take over, a pro-
cess known then as ‘‘equipotentiality,’’ and embraced more re-
cently as ‘‘compensatory mechanisms.’’ The idea that learning
was distributed throughout large chunks of neuronal tissue
was later challenged by the idea that processes of learning
and especially those of memory were confined to relatively dis-
crete brain structures. Taken a step further, this idea implied
that a group of cells could encode the memory of a complex
object or concept. Taken to the extreme, memories could be en-
coded within individual cells. In the 1960s, the neurophysiologist
Jerome Lettvin coined the term ‘‘grandmother cell’’ to refer to
a cell in the brain that would encode the memory of each per-
son’s grandmother. As such, this cell would only respond
when seeing or thinking of your grandmother and no one else’s
grandmother or person. Obviously, other cells would be used
to encode the memory of your mother, father, etc.In Search of the Grandmother Cell
The idea that one cell might encode the memory of your grand-
mother may not be as far fetched as it seems. There is actually
a significant amount of data indicating that neurons respond
preferentially to specific objects or even concepts (Gross et al.,
1969). In fact, a recent study reported evidence for cells that re-
sponded to an image of Jennifer Aniston, with or without Brad
Pitt (Quiroga et al., 2005). However, the existence of cells that
fire selectively to stored images does notmean that they are nec-
essarily responsible for holding a memory in storage and does
not in any way explain the complicated processes of learning;
nor would their existence resolve the debate about whether
learning is localized or distributed. Nonetheless, from these
ideas, we have come to appreciate and to some extent accept
the idea that processes of learning require neuronal activity
within specific regions of the brain.
In their search for the engram, most neuroscientists have fo-
cused their attention on the hippocampal formation (Figure 1).
Neurons in this brain region are especially responsive to ongoing
experience and are necessary for several types of learning and
some memory processes. But why is the hippocampus involved
in these processes? What might it be doing, and are some cells
more involved than others? Perhaps we might answer these
questions if we asked them in a slightly different way—i.e.,
what does the hippocampus do that most other structures do
not? Does it possess some special property that makes it espe-
cially amenable to processing these types of associations and
complex forms of learning? Actually, the hippocampus does
possess a rather unusual feature; it can generate new neurons,
a process referred to as neurogenesis. Historically, neurogene-
sis was thought to cease at birth or soon thereafter and thus
was not considered integral to processes of learning or memory.
However, we now know that the mammalian brain produces
thousands of new cells in the hippocampus each day, most of
which will differentiate into neurons, provided that they survive
(Cameron et al., 1993; Eriksson et al., 1998; Kempermann,
2005). We also know that these cells are more likely to survive
if they exist in the hippocampus of an animal that has learned
(Gould et al., 1999; Waddell and Shors, 2008). However, not all
learning will rescue these neurons from death. The types of
learning that do so are relatively limited—and are not necessarilyCell Stem Cell 3, September 11, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 253
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itself. This commentary will focus on the generation and survival
of new neurons in the hippocampus with an emphasis on their
response to learning. I will then turn to the question of whether
new neurons are actually used for learning and/or whether they
could be used in the storage or retrieval of memories for complex
objects, situations, and concepts, such as those associated with
our grandmothers.
Neural Stem Cells and Their Progeny
The term stem cell is generally meant to convey a cell that can
renew itself and has no pre-established phenotype; that is, its
progeny can adopt multiple lineages. Most of the new cells gen-
erated in the hippocampus are not literally stem cells but rather
progenitor cells that arise from a population of cells that resem-
ble stem cells and are often referred to as ‘‘neural stem cells.’’ In
brief, these neural stem cells give rise to progenitor cells that
ultimately differentiate into neurons, at least in the hippocampus
of adult mammals. ‘‘Neurogenesis’’ typically refers to the ‘‘birth,’’
or generation, of new cells in the brain that become mature neu-
rons with time. New neurons are not generated throughout the
hippocampus but are rather generated specifically in one re-
gion—the dentate gyrus (Figure 1). As they mature, newly gener-
ated cells migrate short distances into the lower quadrant of the
granule cell layer (Kempermann et al., 2003). In the first few days,
these new cells develop dendrites andwithin a week begin to ex-
tend axons that synapse with pyramidal cells in area CA3 (Hast-
ings and Gould, 1999; Piatti et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006). Over
the course of a few weeks, they express molecular markers of
immature neurons, followed by markers of mature neurons
roughly a week later (Esposito et al., 2005). Within several
more weeks, the new cells can produce action potentials and
Figure 1. Orientation of the Rat
Hippocampal Region
A drawing of a rat brain (top left; this image was
published in The Rat Nervous System, George
Paxinos, ‘‘Hippocampal Formation,’’ p. 445,Copy-
right Elsevier [1995]) is used to show the location of
the hippocampus. A coronal section through the
dorsal hippocampus (top right) is presented with
the granule cell layer in purple (bottom right). A
newly generated cell (in dark brown) is shown
among mature neurons (bottom left).
have thereby established themselves as
functional neurons in the adult brain (van
Praag et al., 2002).
Thousands of new cells can be pro-
duced in the hippocampus each day.
However, across days and even hours,
the numbers vary quite dramatically. First
and foremost, the production of new cells
is influenced by age (Cameron and
McKay, 1999). Many more new neurons
are generated before and during puberty
than are generated in adulthood. By mid-
dle age, the numbers that are produced
decrease significantly (Kempermann
et al., 2003). The new cells are especially
sensitive to changes in the internal environment, such as the
presence of neurotransmitters. For example, antagonism of the
NMDA type of glutamate receptor increases the numbers that
are produced (Cameron et al., 1995). Also, an increase in the
presence of serotonin either via antidepressants or more direct
manipulations increases the production of new cells (Malberg
et al., 2000). Changes in the external environment can also influ-
ence how many cells are produced. Animals that exercise or live
in enriched environments producemore cells, whereas those ex-
posed to stress or deprived of sleep produce significantly less
(van Praag et al., 1999; Tanapat et al., 2001; Kempermann
et al., 1997; Shors et al., 2007a). Perhaps more amazing is the
effect of social dominance on cell number. Males that are higher
in the hierarchy produce more than submissive males, and fe-
male rodents exposed to the pheromones of a dominant male
producemore cells thanwhen exposed to smells of a submissive
male (Kozorovitskiy andGould, 2004; Mak et al., 2007). Thus, the
new cells are not only plentiful but also quite discriminating. In
short, new cells in the adult brain are generally responsive to
changes in their milieu, both the external and internal.
Proliferation versus Survival versus Rescue
Because so many new cells are generated in a structure that is
intimately involved in learning (see below), it is tempting to spec-
ulate that neurogenesis is involved in the learning process itself.
From this idea, two fundamental questions arise. First, does
learning affect neurogenesis, and second, does neurogenesis
(or its absence) affect the ability to learn? Nearly 10 years ago,
we reported that learning does, in fact, impact neurogenesis
(Gould et al., 1999), and soon thereafter, that neurogenesismight
also be involved in learning (Shors et al., 2001). Since that time,
many additional studies have appeared, some of which support254 Cell Stem Cell 3, September 11, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.
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of the conflicting reports arise due to challenges in establishing
a consistent nomenclature. For example, the word neurogenesis
can be used very broadly to refer to all stages of neuronal devel-
opment from mitosis through maturation. Within this system are
several distinct processes such as proliferation and survival.
The word survival can also be used in different ways. In one
sense, it defines the period of time over which a given cell lives.
However, in the case of learning, the term can also relate to the
likelihood that a given cell will survive to become a neuron. As
noted, thousands of new cells are generated in the dentate gyrus
each day. However, a relatively small percentage of those cells
persist long enough to differentiate into mature neurons. Indeed,
between about 1 and 2 weeks after their birth, as many as 60%
perish (Gould et al., 1999). If one were to enhance cell production
by exercise or antidepressants, more cells would be generated
and more would tend to survive (in absolute numbers). But as
a percentage of cells generated, it is not clear that the surviving
fraction would increase. With learning, however, the percentage
of cells that survive is increased (Gould et al., 1999). That is, if
animals are trained when the cells are approximately 1 week of
age, more of the newly born population survive. Therefore, the
cells are essentially rescued from death by learning.
Once rescued from death by learning, most of the new neu-
rons remain in the hippocampus for months at least (Leuner
et al., 2004). Furthermore, most, if not all, of the cells that are
available for rescue at the time of training are rescued (Waddell
and Shors, 2008). Thus, learning has a large impact on the num-
ber of surviving neurons in the adult brain. That said, these cells
are only rescued fromdeath by a few types of learning tasks. One
type is the associative learning task of trace conditioning. In this
procedure, animals must learn to associate two events that do
not occur together in time (Figure 2A). A second type is spatial
maze learning. During this procedure, animals must learn to
find a hidden platform using spatial cues in the environment (Fig-
ure 3). At first, it seemed as if the effects of learning on cell sur-
vival were limited to tasks that depend on the hippocampus for
learning itself. This was a reasonable hypothesis because acqui-
sition during both trace conditioning and spatial maze training
depends on the hippocampus. Indeed, delay conditioning,
a task that is very similar to trace conditioning but does not de-
pend on the hippocampus for learning, does not rescue new
neurons from death (Figure 2B) (Beylin et al., 2001). Similarly,
training with a maze task that does not depend on spatial cues
is not dependent on the hippocampus and does not rescue
new neurons from death (Gould et al., 1999; Sisti et al., 2007;
Drapeau et al., 2007) (Figure 3). Thus, it would appear that the
new cells are especially responsive to learning tasks that depend
on the hippocampus for learning itself. However, the effects of
learning on cell survival are not entirely encapsulated by this di-
chotomy. For instance, learning a task known as latent inhibition
does depend on the hippocampus, but learning the task does
not rescue new neurons from death (Solomon and Moore,
1975; Waddell and Shors, 2008). Similarly, training with a trace
conditioning task that does not require the hippocampus can
rescue the new cells (Figure 2C) (Bangasser et al., 2006; Leuner
et al., 2006). Clearly, simply classifying a task as hippocampal
dependent or not is not sufficient to account for the effects of
learning on neurogenesis in the adult brain.If not this simple dichotomy, what then? It does appear that
tasks that are more ‘‘difficult’’ to learn are more likely to increase
the number of surviving cells. In general, we consider tasks as
difficult to learn if more trials of training are necessary in order
to reliably and accurately express a learned response. For exam-
ple, learning to emit an eyeblink response during delay condi-
tioning (which does not depend on the hippocampus) requires
many fewer trials than learning to emit a similar eyeblink
response during trace conditioning, which does depend on the
hippocampus. If a typical delay conditioning task is rendered
more difficult, learning this new task will rescue new neurons
from death (Figure 2D) (Leuner et al., 2006). In contrast, if a trace
conditioning task, which is usually quite difficult to learn, is made
easier to learn, learning the new task does not increase the num-
ber of surviving cells (Figure 2E) (Shors et al., 2007b). In the end, it
appears that tasks that are more difficult to learn are also more
likely to rescue new neurons from death. But this is not the end
of the story. It is also critical that the animals actually learn.
That is, animals that learn best tend to possess more cells after
training than those that are trained but do not learn or do not
learn very well (Leuner et al., 2004; Dalla et al., 2007; Sisti
et al., 2007; Drapeau et al., 2007). Of those animals that do learn,
those that require more trials to do so tend to retain the most
cells (Waddell and Shors, 2008). Together, the data suggest at
least three factors are necessary to increase the number of cells
that survive after training: first, the training conditions must be
sufficiently challenging; second, some cognitive effort and/or en-
gagementmust take place; and finally, learning itself must occur.
Figure 2. Training Methods Used in Classical Eyeblink Conditioning
that Impact Neurogenesis
During trace conditioning (A), the conditioned stimulus (CS, orange) and un-
conditioned stimulus (US, blue) do not occur together in time. During delay
conditioning (B), the stimuli overlap in time. Learning this task is not dependent
on the hippocampus, and learning the task does not rescue new neurons from
death. If the CS is presented again, after a temporal gap, with the US (C), the
trace paradigm is also hippocampal independent but does rescue new neu-
rons from death (Dalla et al., 2007). During very long delay conditioning (D),
the stimuli still overlap in time, but because the interval between the two stimuli
is especially long, learning does depend on the hippocampus. Training with
this task does rescue new neurons from death (Leuner et al., 2006). In the short
trace paradigm (E), the hippocampus is still involved, but learning this task did
not increase the number of surviving cells (Shors et al., 2007b), perhaps due to
the relative ease of the task.Cell Stem Cell 3, September 11, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 255
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The findings discussed above indicate that learning affects new
neurons in the adult brain. They do not address the all-important
question—are new neurons necessary for learning to occur? The
types of learning that absolutely require the hippocampus tend
toward those that require considerable effort and cognitive en-
gagement—somecall it awareness—to learn.Someof thosepro-
cesses include learning to associate events across time (trace
conditioning), learning the sequence of events (relational learn-
ing), and learning to associate the environment with an event
even though the environment is continually changing (contextual
learning) (Fortin et al., 2002). The hippocampus also becomes
critically engaged when animals must learn to navigate and re-
member locations in three-dimensional space without any obvi-
ous visual or olfactory cues to follow (spatial learning) (Riedel
et al., 1999; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). The hippocampus is like-
wise involved in establishing new declarative memories, as well
as theconscious recollection of eventsor episodes, so-called ep-
isodic memories (Cohen and Squire, 1980; Tulving, 2002; Bird
andBurgess, 2008). On the face of it, the types of learning that re-
quire the hippocampus do not appear to have much in common.
Despite numerous attempts to identify the common denomina-
tor, none are entirely satisfactory; as a consequence, we tend
to classify learning tasks as hippocampal dependent or not. To
be explicit, learning is dependent on the hippocampus if lesions
to all of the neurons within it prevent or severely retard learning.
Learning is not dependent on the hippocampus if learning still oc-
curs even though all the neurons within the hippocampus do not
exist (both old and new neurons).
Whether new neurons are necessary for learning to occur has
proven a difficult question to answer convincingly, although
a number of suggestive reports exist. In one such study, the gen-
eration of new cells was reduced by treating animals each day
for 2 weeks with MAM, an antimitotic agent (Shors et al.,
2001). After removal of the drug, animals were trained on a vari-
ety of learning tasks, including some that depend on the hippo-
campus and others that do not. Animals that were treated with
the drug were generally unable to learn the associative memory
task of trace conditioning, in which animals must learn to asso-
ciate events across a gap in time. This effect occurred during
Figure 3. Spatial Tasks that Rescue New Neurons from Death
(A) In theMorris watermaze, animals depend on external cues (orange burst) to
locate a submerged and hidden platform. Learning to navigate in space using
spatial cues depends on the hippocampus and rescues new neurons from
death (Gould et al., 1999; Sisti et al., 2007). However, learning to find the hid-
den platform does not depend on the presence of new neurons (Shors et al.,
2002).
(B) Learning to find the platform when it is visible does not require the hippo-
campus and does not rescue new neurons from death.256 Cell Stem Cell 3, September 11, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.training with either an eyeblink or a fear response (Shors et al.,
2002). Thus, when neurogenesis was prevented, animals expe-
rienced a learning deficit when required to learn to associate
discontiguous events across time, irrespective of which motor
response was used to assess learning.
One argument levied against these findings is that because the
antimitotic agent was injected peripherally over days, the prolif-
eration of other nonneural cells was also prevented, which could
contribute to performance deficits during training. This is cer-
tainly a valid argument that can not be disproved, but with
some caution, it can be disputed. Specifically, animals treated
with the antimitotic agent were able to learnmost other tasks, in-
cluding an eyeblink conditioning task that uses the same stimuli
and requires emission of the same conditioned and uncondi-
tioned responses, i.e., delay conditioning (Figure 2B). As noted
above, delay conditioning does not depend on the hippocampus
for learning and is also quite easy to learn. In these studies, we
found no evidence that the drug induces nonspecific effects on
performance that could in turn influence learning abilities. For ex-
ample, the animals expressed normal anxiety-related behaviors,
pain sensitivity, and behavioral responses to the unconditioned
stimuli (Shors et al., 2001, 2002).
During context conditioning, an animal learns about the envi-
ronment in which an event occurs; typically, the event is an
aversive experience. The formation of this type of association
is generally dependent on the hippocampus (Kim and Fanselow,
1992). Nonetheless, animals can readily learn to fear a context
even though they possess few new neurons (Shors et al.,
2002). That said, there are reports of decrements in context con-
ditioning after hippocampal irradiation. These data are compel-
ling because irradiation tends to eliminate most of the new cells
in the hippocampus (Winocur et al., 2006; Saxe et al., 2006).
However, as in the use of antimitotic agents, irradiation treat-
ment does have potential side effects that could affect perfor-
mance while trying to assess learning in laboratory animals. In
the meantime, new techniques are being developed that
decrease neurogenesis without interfering with established
neurons. One such study used a genetic approach to reduce
the number of neural stem cells. In this case, there was no ob-
servable consequence on learning to fear a context that had
been associated with a foot shock, i.e., context conditioning
(Zhang et al., 2008). As a whole, multiple studies indicate that
neurogenesis is not necessary to learn simple associations be-
tween aversive events and the context. New neurons may be-
come more engaged as the associations with the environment
become more ambiguous.
Dissociations between Spatial Learning
and Neurogenesis
Oddly enough, animals with very few new neurons readily learn
to navigate in the Morris water maze task (Figure 3) (Shors
et al., 2002). I say oddly because learning this type of response
is dependent on the hippocampus for both learning and memory
(Riedel et al., 1999). It is also the most common laboratory pro-
cedure used to assess learning and memory in rodents. Other
groups have found that animals can perform in the maze after ir-
radiation—thus, in the near absence of any new neurons (Snyder
et al., 2005; Saxe et al., 2006). Despite these apparent dissocia-
tions, there remains much speculation about neurogenesis and
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with spatial memory rather than learning, per se. As before, irra-
diated animals readily learned to find the hidden platform using
spatial cues but then had some difficulty remembering its loca-
tion some weeks later (Snyder et al., 2005). This observation is
potentially important because the hippocampus does appear
to have a more long-lasting role in the retention and retrieval of
spatial memory (Riedel et al., 1999). That said, others report
that irradiated animals can remember the spatial location at
a similar point in time; i.e., 2 weeks after training (Saxe et al.,
2006).
Again, it is critical to distinguish between the effects of learning
on neurogenesis and the role that new neurons may play in the
learning process. Recall that spatial learning enhances the sur-
vival of the adult neurons that were born 1 week prior to the train-
ing experience (Epp et al., 2007; Gould et al., 1999). Moreover,
the number of neurons correlated with the time it took for animals
to find the platform 2 weeks later (i.e., memory for the platform
location) (Sisti et al., 2007). Also, new cells are more likely than
older, established, neurons to become activated during a spatial
memory task (Kee et al., 2007). Although intriguing, all of these
effects could occur whether or not the cells are necessary for
learning to occur. To solidify this point, a recent study found
that mice with a significantly reduced population of new neurons
could find the platform in a water maze when it was located
above the water and very visible (as would be expected,
Figure 3B). However, as a consequence, these same animals
were then able to find the platform when it was hidden under
the water (Zhang et al., 2008). Thus, animals were able to use
spatial cues and remember spatial location in the near absence
of newly generated neurons. With few exceptions, we must
accept the fact that animals can learn to navigate in space and
emit the appropriate operant response, with very few if any
new neurons.
Neurogenesis in Learning versus Memory
There has been much speculation about what the new cells do
once they become incorporated as mature neurons into the hip-
pocampus. Some groups argue that the numbers are too few to
matter. This may be the case, but most of the cells that remain in
the hippocampus after learning are still there 2months later (Leu-
ner et al., 2004). Within that time period, each neuron can de-
velop thousands of spines (Zhao et al., 2006). Therefore, if tens
of thousands of new neurons are generated eachweek, the num-
ber of potential connections could increase dramatically over
a relatively short period of time. In addition, the new cells are
located in a prime location—at the first major synapse in the hip-
pocampal formation (see Figure 1). It is only logical that the ad-
ditional neurons will impact neuronal activity within the dentate
gyrus, not to mention efferent synapses and other brain
regions. But the question asked here is whether the remaining
neurons are then used to retrieve or otherwise recall the memory
of the task by which they were rescued? On this point, it seems
unlikely. First and foremost, the hippocampus is mostly involved
in learning and only temporarily involved in the retention of most
memories. Within just days of learning, animals without a hippo-
campus can clearly remember the context in which an aversive
event occurred, and they readily express a memory for the trace
interval (Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Takehara et al., 2002). If thehippocampus is not required to express these types of memory,
then new neurons within the hippocampus cannot be necessary
either, irrespective of any effect that learning may have on them.
Conclusion
In the end, we must conclude that new neurons are not grand-
mother cells in the intended sense of the word. Rather, given
their experiential naivete´ coupled with their prime geographical
location, they seem more appropriate as templates for new
learning. This idea, like most, is not new. Indeed, Fernando Not-
tebohm came to the same conclusion after decades of studying
neurogenesis in the songbird. Specifically, he proposed that the
generation of new neurons serves to replenish a circuit with cells
that had yet to experience ‘‘learning’’ so that the subject could
respond anew (Nottebohm, 2002). To me, this idea is as apropos
for neurogenesis in the hippocampal formation as any proposed
thus far. That is, new cells have the ability to respond anew to
a learning experience without the challenge of distinguishing
old from new. And yet, not just any sort of learning experience
will do. In fact, one might recognize the intriguing similarity be-
tween learning the fine motor skills necessary to sing a bird
song and those used to time a fine motor response like the eye-
blink. Both skills require extensive practice time (i.e., many trials)
to learn, and both tasks become refined within tens of millisec-
onds. However, as with most skill learning, not all individuals
learn equally. In the case of bird song, those that learn success-
fully are more likely to defend their territory, gain access to
females, and ultimately reproduce their genes. Perhaps in mam-
mals, too, the relationship between learning and neurogenesis
ensures more than just survival of the neuron.
The ‘‘rediscovery’’ of neurogenesis in the adult brain has gen-
erated much excitement in the field of biology—but no more so
than in the field of stem cell biology. Much of that excitement
is predicated on the hopes that stem cells might be used to re-
store learning and memory in humans with Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) and other debilitating conditions. Current evidence
suggests that patients with dementia continue to produce new
neurons in their hippocampus, but the numbers are few and
most do not mature (Shors, 2003; Jin et al., 2004; Li et al.,
2008). Of course, AD ravages many more neurons than just
new ones in the dentate gyrus. Nonetheless, it is perhaps para-
doxical that the few new neurons patients do produce may not
survive simply because the individuals are not able to learn.
Stem cell biologists might consider how learning rescues new
neurons from death in healthy brains as they attempt to restore
learning and memory to those individuals who have lost this
most essential feature of life.
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